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Directions for the teacher: 

STEP 1 – Warm up by asking students to explain the expression “Spring has sprung.” Do they 

understand the play on words? Review the three forms of the irregular verb to spring. (spring-

sprang-sprung) 

  

STEP 2 – Do Task A in pairs. Share all ideas with the class.   

 

STEP 3 – Do Task B as a class. Answers: 
1.  spring fever    2. bring May flowers    3. spring into action   4. in like a lion, out like a lamb    5. a spring in his step 

 

STEP 4 – Do Task C in small groups.   

 spring to life = to be full of activity all of a sudden 

 spring a surprise (on someone) = to surprise someone with something 

 spring for (something) = to treat others to something, such as food, and save them the 

expense 
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[Task A.] 

What kind of weather do you associate with spring? Write your ideas in the box. 

     

 
 

  

[Task B.] 

Choose the correct words to complete the statements. 

 

 

1.  Everyone in my class has _____________________. We’d all rather be relaxing on the sunny campus green.  

2. The campus green is wet and soggy from all the rain, but of course April showers _____________________. 

3. Students at this campus really care about the community, and they’re ready to _____________________ when 

volunteers are needed to help in some way. 

4. I think we’ve seen the last of the snow now that March is almost over. As they say, _____________________.  

5. Ivan had _____________________ after he found out he got an A on his history exam. His happiness and 

excitement over his grade lasted all day long. 

 

[Task C.] 

Discuss the possible meanings of the expressions in bold. Then answer the questions. 

 

1.  The campus sprang to life when the students arrived in September. 

  - What other places spring to life with the arrival of certain people? 

 

2.  I don’t like when teachers spring a surprise on us. We didn’t know we’d have to present our papers in front of 

the class until today. 

 - What other kinds of surprises might a teacher spring on his or her students?   

 

3.  I’ll spring for pizza. I’m hungry. Besides, you paid the last time. 

 - Would you spring for dinner if you were among friends? What else could you treat others to? 

 

a spring in his step  spring into action  bring May flowers 

spring fever   in like a lion, out like a lamb 


